
Choose a challenge to complete. You could also 
ask an adult to share your challenge on Twitter 
@Cornerstonesedu or Instagram @cornerstonesedu.
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Reception to Year 2 weekly challenges 

 Treasure hunt
Make a treasure hunt around your indoor 

or outdoor space. Hide 10 objects and 
think of some clues that will help someone 
to find them. Write them down if you can. 
Alternatively, draw a map with a key and 
symbols and challenge your family to find 

all 10 treasures. 

 Den builders  
Build an indoor or outdoor castle, fort or 
den, for you or to share with a member of 
your household. Be creative with materials 

to make a floor, walls, roof and lookout 
holes. What will you call your special place? 
What will you do there? Design a flag and 
invent a secret language just for your den.

 Special places  
Remember a place that is special to you. 
Maybe it’s a grandparent’s home, a play 
park or holiday destination. Close your 
eyes to imagine it. Then, using paints 
or coloured pens and crayons, create 

a detailed picture of your special place 
from memory. 

 Wild down under 
Find out about the native animals of 

Australia, who live on the other side of 
the world. Draw your favourites and write 

down some facts. Do they live near people’s 
homes or in the wild? How is Australia 

similar to or different from where you live? 

 Continental breakfast
Look at a map to find the continent of 

Europe. Choose five different countries in 
Europe and use a safe web browser to find 

out the typical breakfasts eaten in each 
one. Use card and coloured pens or pencils 

to design a buffet menu for the perfect 
European continental breakfast.

 Virtual trip  
Choose a country that you’d like to explore 
and use online maps to take a closer look. 

How is it different from the place where you 
live? How is it similar? With help from an 

adult, find out about some of the fun things 
that you can see and do in the country. 
Write a postcode or draw pictures about 

your virtual trip.
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